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Sub.- Contractual sanitation work at stations under Medical Department. 
 

1. During investigation of a case, it has been noted that several provisions e.g. mechanized 
cleaning with the help of machines, washing of platform three times etc have been provided in 
the tender documents without physically verifying the actual platform surface (nature and area), 
availability of water and actual requirement of cleaning machines. The tender was floated and 
agreement was also made accordingly but at the time of execution of the contract it was noted 
by the officials that part of platform surface does not need mechanized cleaning & availability of 
water was not adequate to go for washing three rounds. During clarification of officials it was 
noted that contractor was allowed to use less machines and washing of platform was also 
relaxed due to non-availability of water. Thus, provision of contract regarding number of 
machine to be deployed, washing platform surface a number of times and area suitable for 
machine cleaning was not in consonance with actual requirement/feasibility at site. 
 
2. It was also seen that Health Inspector and CMP available at that station are on contract 
basis. As per existing instructions non railway official can not record the measurement of work 
but in this case they were filling up the score cards without any check by Railway officials and 
certifying bills for payment. In 
absence of Health Inspector, station manager was certifying the bills and score card filled. 
 
3. Following system is suggested for consideration & issue of suitable instructions:- 
In a condition where there is no regular CHI/HI the supervision of sanitation be done by HI hired 
on contract but it would be advisable that Station Manager checks the cleanliness as end 
product, fills up score card and certifies the payment bills. After all station manager has to be 
responsible to ensure cleanliness of the station as overall incharge. The work may be checked 
20% of days by regular medical officer under whose jurisdiction the station falls. 
 

It is, therefore advised to issue necessary instructions to all concerned. A copy of the 
instruction issued may be sent to this office. 
 
This issues after approval of General Manager. 
 

(P. K. Sinha) 
DY. Chief Vigilance Officer(S) 

For GM/Vigilance 
 
Copy to: DRM/E.C. Railway/DHN: for kind information & necessary action please. 


